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Abstract

Recent statistical rejections of convexity in the Phillips curve have been uninformative
because researchers have employed measures of business cycle gaps that are inconsistent
with the implications of convexity. The paper shows that identifying convexity in the
Phillips curve will become even more di$cult if policymakers are successful in avoiding
large boom and bust cycles. To the extent that convexity in the Phillips curve is used as
a rationale for stabilization policy, our "ndings present an interesting conundrum
because successful policymakers will further weaken the empirical evidence on which
such policies are based. ( 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The recent literature on the U.S. Phillips curve has featured a debate over the
shape of the trade-o! between in#ation and the degree of excess demand, and
the implications for monetary policy. A number of papers have suggested that
the U.S. Phillips curve has convex shape in terms of unemployment, meaning
that as unemployment falls below its sustainable level, the upward pressure on
in#ation rises increasingly, on the margin (Turner, 1995; Clark et al., 1996;
Debelle and Laxton, 1997).1
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In contrast, Stiglitz (1997), citing work at the Council of Economic Advisers,
and Eisner (1997) have maintained that the U.S. Phillips curve may not be
convex, but may even be concave. Finally, Gordon (1997) has recently repeated
his argument that the U.S. Phillips curve is linear and, indeed, &resolutely linear'
(p. 26). See also Fuhrer (1996).

With various economists arguing for convexity, concavity and linearity, what
is the policymaker to think? This question is clearly important, since Stiglitz,
then Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, also urged the Fed to be
willing to experiment to test the limits of capacity on the grounds that, owing to
the absence of the &traditional' convexity in the U.S. case, the costs of error would
be small.

In this paper, we explain how there can be such di!erence of opinion on the
empirical evidence and we make the case that the Fed should presume the
traditional convexity in the face of the empirical uncertainty, since the costs will
be relatively high if there is convexity and policy decisions do not take this into
account.

We suggest a methodology for estimating the Phillips curve that imposes
modest convexity and also provides estimates of the nonaccelerating-in#ation
rate of unemployment (NAIRU) that are consistent with this hypothesis. We
argue that estimating the NAIRU and the Phillips curve simultaneously is
important for the identi"cation of the latter. We contrast the historical perfor-
mance of this model with that of a linear alternative, with and without the use of
a survey measure of in#ation expectations. We show that the convex form "ts
the U.S. data a bit better than a linear alternative, but not su$ciently better to
be conclusive from the perspective of standard classical statistical tests.

We then focus on the power of econometric techniques to identify the correct
structure. We specify a small macro model that includes our estimated convex
Phillips curve. Repeated stochastic simulations of the model provide hypotheti-
cal data, which we then use to assess what would be concluded by a researcher
estimating a Phillips curve with various methods for measuring the degree of
excess demand and in#ation expectations. The results suggest that econometric
methods, especially when applied in the traditional way, i.e., with lags to capture
in#ation expectations and with predetermined measures of excess demand, will
have very low power to identify the convexity in typical samples.

We report a number of types of sensitivity analysis. We "nd that the low
power of traditional tests for convexity persists even for extreme changes to the
assumptions.

2. Implications of alternative Phillips curves for stabilization policy

Fig. 1 shows the essential reason why stabilization policy matters when
the Phillips curve is convex. The vertical axis shows in#ation net of expected
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Fig. 1. Implications of convexity in the Phillips curve.

2This is a simpli"cation. In general, the vertical axis also excludes any other terms in lagged
in#ation in the Phillips curve.

in#ation.2 The horizontal axis shows the rate of unemployment, u. Convexity
means that the cyclical trade-o! between in#ation and unemployment worsens
on the margin as the latter is pushed below the point u*.

We call the variable u* the deterministic NAIRU or DNAIRU. It is the level of
u at which there is no systematic pressure for in#ation to rise or fall, relative to
expectations, etc., in the absence of shocks (hence deterministic). An important
point is that the DNAIRU is not a feasible stable-in#ation equilibrium in
a stochastic economy with convexity. The average level of u consistent
with an expectations equilibrium must lie above this level. We illustrate this
in Fig. 1, assuming that the Fed constrains net in#ation to lie between plus
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3To simplify the presentation, Fig. 1 assumes a simple distribution, where in#ation net of
expectations is either 1 percentage point or !1 percentage point. The value for uN will not generally
be the point where the line LL cuts the horizontal axis.

4Faruqee et al. (1997) apply this idea to explain part of the rise in trend unemployment in Europe.
5See Orphanides and Wilcox (1996) and Orphanides et al. (1996) for analysis of opportunistic

disin#ation strategies, where the monetary authority does not actively seek disin#ation, but acts to
lock in lower in#ation when negative shocks occur.

and minus one percentage point of expectations, which results in equilibrium
(average) unemployment uN ; E[u]"1

2
(u

1
#u

2
).3

One could call uN the &natural' rate, on the grounds that, for given institutions
and stabilization policy rules, this is the rate that is &ground out,' in Friedman's
(1968) terms, on average, by markets. One could also use the term NAIRU for
this value, because this is the level of u where there will be no acceleration (or
deceleration) of in#ation in a stochastic setting. We adopt this latter convention
and call the stochastic equilibrium rate the NAIRU.

It is important to note that it is the equilibrium level of u that will be re#ected
in the data. Filtered measures of u from the data will not yield u*, but rather
something higher that is associated with the equilibrium rate. This has impor-
tant implications for the methodology of estimating the Phillips curve and
testing for convexity, which we consider later.

The shape of the Phillips curve has some striking consequences for stabiliz-
ation policy. In Fig. 1, we show the di!erence between the NAIRU and the
DNAIRU as a. The size of a will depend on the degree of convexity and the
range of observation, as measured by, say, the dispersion of u. Thus, in the
convex case, stabilization policy has "rst-order welfare e!ects because success in
reducing the variability of u will also lower its mean value.4 In the linear world,
by contrast, certainty equivalence results hold; the NAIRU equals the DNAIRU
and the variability of u will not a!ect its average value, all else equal. In the
linear case, moreover, there is no "rst-order cost of delaying response to boom
conditions, or more generally to allowing a boom and bust cycle to develop,
since the costs of eliminating in#ation are about the same regardless of when
action is taken, whereas in the convex case delay will raise equilibrium unem-
ployment (Clark et al., 1996).

There may also be implications for disin-ation strategies. Clark and Laxton
(1997) argue that, unlike the linear case, the convex model suggests gradualism;
Isard and Laxton (1996) argue that convexity provides a rationale for opportun-
istic disin#ation strategies.5

3. Phillips curves and Phillips lines: The burden of proof

As noted in Section 2, there are two broad determinants of how important
convexity will be from a policy perspective: the degree of convexity itself, and the
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6Of course, the covariance structure of innovations matters. If positive shocks to excess demand
are associated with negative shocks to prices, then higher dispersion alone will not be as helpful. The
obvious practical example is a &supply' shock that pushes prices up and at the same time creates
unemployment, such as happens in the U.S. case with an oil price shock. This confounds, rather than
helps, the identi"cation of a Phillips curve.

7Some economists have gone further, discarding statistically signi"cant evidence of convexity to
keep policy analysis simple. See, for example, Chadha et al. (1992).

8See Laxton et al. (1993), Laxton et al. (1995), Clark et al. (1996) and Clark and Laxton (1997) for
further discussion of these issues.

range of variation in the observed outcomes. The two have analogues in
the econometric identi"cation problem. The greater the degree of convexity in
the Phillips curve, the easier it will be to identify that convexity with standard
techniques. Also, for a given hypothetical convex Phillips curve, the greater the
dispersion in the joint distribution of in#ation and unemployment, the greater
the chance of identifying the convexity.6

The behavior of policymakers plays a key role in determining the extent of
the identi"cation problem. It is well-established in the extensive literature
on policy rules (e.g., Bryant et al., 1993) that the choice of a rule can
have an important e!ect on the dynamic properties of an economy. Thus, the
nature of the joint distribution of in#ation and unemployment is, to an
important degree, a matter of policy choice. Ironically, it is policy
errors, especially big ones that create boom and bust cycles, that help the
econometrician.

Applied econometricians tend to view estimation and testing in classical
terms. An e!ect must be statistically signi"cantly di!erent from zero, at a high
level of con"dence, for it to be retained.7 Students are instructed in the risk of
statistical errors of type 2, but in practice much more emphasis is put on
minimizing the chances that a false e!ect will be retained than on guarding
against exclusion of a true e!ect. There are dangers in this approach when the
answer matters for policy or welfare questions. Results that indicate that
a parameter is not signi"cantly di!erent from zero generally also indicate that
the parameter is not statistically distinguishable from other values that may
have major implications for a policy issue.

If one thought that empirical research could settle the issue, that would be
the end of it. We will argue, however, that the U.S. data are not capable
of providing a clear answer. Our Monte Carlo evidence suggests that this may
be a generic problem. Since the policy costs of presuming linearity when the
truth is convexity may be high, while the costs of presuming convexity when
the truth is linear are low, the burden of proof should fall on those who would
use linear forms to show that their restriction is valid, with a high level of
con"dence.8
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9We assume that each contract has a 3-year horizon, and that 1/12th of the contracts are
renegotiated each quarter. Hence, in any quarter, expectations formed up to 12 quarters ago will
have an e!ect on the dynamics.

4. A model of U.S. in6ation with modest asymmetry

In this section, we present a simple model of the U.S. in#ation process that
captures some key features of the interactions linking excess demand, in#ation
and monetary policy. The model consists of three estimated behavioral equa-
tions: a Phillips curve with modest convexity, the dynamics of aggregate de-
mand, and an equation describing expectations formation. The model is closed
with a monetary policy reaction function.

This simple model characterizes the dynamics of in#ation as primarily depen-
dent on excess demand (unemployment gap) and on in#ation expectations. The
fundamental role of the Fed is to ensure that the economy has a nominal anchor,
which we treat as a target rate of in#ation, but it also acts with an eye on
unemployment. The policy instrument is the short-term interest rate (the Feder-
al Funds rate), which has an e!ect on in#ation through aggregate demand and
employment. The monetary control mechanism is not perfect, because the
economy is subject to shocks that cannot be foreseen, and because the in#uence
of monetary policy on aggregate demand and employment operates with a lag.

4.1. The Phillips curve

Our Phillips curve is a variant of the speci"cation in Debelle and Laxton
(1997):
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is the DNAIRU (we will be more precise on this below), and where
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where, for estimation, n%
j
is the one-year-ahead expectation of in#ation, held at j,

from the Michigan survey data.
The model of how expectations in#uence in#ation dynamics re#ects a bar-

gaining framework, as in Fuhrer and Moore (1995).9 There is also an element of
intrinsic dynamics, represented in the separate term in lagged in#ation. One can
think of this as re#ecting costly quarterly price adjustment by "rms, between
contracts. We estimate the weights, j and (1!j) applied to these two terms.
Imposing the constraint that these weights sum to unity ensures that no
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10 If convexity in the short-run Phillips curve becomes greater at low in#ation rates, then the
long-run Phillips curve would not be vertical. See Akerlof et al. (1996).

11This rule was established by looking at a variety of possibilities for both the trigger point (4 in
Eq. (3)) and the rate at which /

t
moves with uN

t
when the latter is above this value. The speci"cation in

Eq. (3) provided the highest likelihood value among the alternatives considered.
12See Clark and Laxton (1997) for a review of sources of convexity in the Phillips curve. See

Faruqee et al. (1997) for a more formal derivation of this particular functional form, based on
a model of labor markets taken from Layard et al. (1991).

13Obviously, the NAIRU cannot literally follow a random walk, since it has to be bounded. This
is not a practical problem in estimation, but can be in stochastic simulations. We have imposed
boundary conditions on uH, so Eq. (4) does not always hold strictly.

14Kuttner (1992, 1994) has applied this idea to measuring potential output.

long-run trade-o! exists between the levels of in#ation and unemployment.10
The e!ective lag length has been made reasonably long, re#ecting the stylized
fact that the U.S. in#ation process has a lot of persistence.

Our Phillips curve has the convex form shown in Fig. 1. The parameter
/ de"nes a lower bound on u, re#ecting short-run constraints on how far rising
aggregate demand can lower unemployment before capacity constraints become
absolutely binding and in#ationary pressure becomes unbounded. In our em-
pirical work, we allow / to be time-varying:

/
t
"MAX(0, uN

t
!4), (3)

where uN
t
is a measure of trend unemployment, established by some "ltering

method. Thus, /
t
is constrained to be zero when the trend unemployment rate is

at or below 4%. When the trend value rises above 4%, /
t
moves up with the

trend value, keeping a "xed di!erence.11 Finally, the parameter c is the lower
intercept, i.e., the maximum rate of de#ation that would be generated as excess
supply became unbounded.12

Recently, researchers have attempted joint estimation of a time-varying
NAIRU and the parameters of the Phillips curve using a Kalman "lter (Debelle
and Laxton, 1997; Gordon, 1997; Faruqee et al., 1997). This is what we do here,
writing

uH
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where euH is a shock term } the NAIRU is modeled as a random walk.13
If we rewrite Eq. (1) for heuristic purposes as
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where Dn is the di!erence between n and the expectations and lag(s), and where
d
t
"cuH

t
is treated as a time-varying parameter, we have a (nonlinear) estimation

problem that can be solved using the Kalman "lter technique.14 The estimates
of uH

t
are given by d

t
/cL .
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15We use Gordon's restriction that "xes the 4 coe$cients for the quarters of each lag year at the
same value, so there are just 6 free parameters, not 24, in the estimated lag distribution.

Table 1
Estimates of U.S. Phillips curves with model-consistent DNAIRUs
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average expected in#ation } see text
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t
24-quarter distributed lag on past in#ation

U
t

minimum unemployment rate
u
t

unemployment rate
uH
t

estimated DNAIRU derived from Kalman "lter
c estimated coe$cient on the unemployment gap in the convex model
b estimated coe$cient on the unemployment gap in the linear model
LLF value of the log likelihood function
p2 variance of residuals of the estimated Phillips curve
pDuH

standard deviation of quarterly change in the DNAIRU (1972:Q1 to 1997:Q1)
uN H average value of the DNAIRU (1972:Q1 to 1997:Q1)
Estimation period: 1968: Q1 to 1997:Q1

Model j c b LLF p2 pDuH
uN H

Nonlinear 0.65 4.71 !232.47 2.23 0.11 6.4%
(8.25) (5.54)

Linear 0.59 1.04 !235.30 2.45 0.11 6.6%
(7.33) (5.33)

Gordon 1.24 !235.10 2.30 0.11 6.6%
(5.62)

Note: Figures in parentheses are t-statistics.

Table 1 reports three sets of estimates, all with model-consistent measures of
a time-varying DNAIRU. In#ation is measured using the overall CPI. The "rst
results are for the convex model, estimated using the Michigan survey expecta-
tions data. All the coe$cients have the expected signs and are statistically
signi"cant. The estimated function implies a modest, but important degree of
convexity. The average value of u for this sample is 6.4%, while the average of
our estimated uH

t
series is 6.1%. Thus, on average, the gap between the DNAIRU

and the NAIRU has been about 0.3 percentage points.
The second set of estimates is for the linear model, again with the Michigan

survey expectations, while the third set are for Gordon's (1997) linear model, i.e.,
with a 24-quarter distributed lag of past in#ation.15 For these estimations, we
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16Fuhrer and Moore (1995) argue that it is longer-term interest rates that a!ect aggregate
demand. To keep our model simple for the stochastic simulations, we use the interest rate controlled
by the Fed. The nominal rate is converted to a real rate by subtracting the one-year-ahead in#ation
expectations taken from the Michigan survey. Thus, we treat the dynamic e!ects of expectations as
much less sluggish in "nancial markets than in labor markets.

17See Laxton et al. (1998) for details on this estimation.
18For a recent summary of evidence on this issue, see Clark et al. (1997).

impose that the standard deviation of the change in uH is the same as estimated
for the convex model. Neither linear model "ts as well as the convex model, in
terms of the log-likelihood for the system, but one cannot make a strong
statistical case for convexity based on these historical estimates.

4.2. The dynamics of unemployment

The next equation provides the link between the instrument controlled by the
monetary authorities and aggregate demand. We estimate an equation for u as
a function of its lagged values and the real Fed Funds rate. The constant in the
equation is allowed to be time-varying, following a random walk, to capture any
combined changes in the trend levels of u and the real interest rate. It is also
estimated using a Kalman "lter, as follows:
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where the lag structure of Eq. (6) is written in its "nal form, following testing
down from speci"cations with longer lags. In Eq. (8), rs is the Fed Funds rate
(annual rates), and n4%

t`4
is the Michigan survey measure of expected in#ation

over the next year held at t.16
Eq. (6) is written with the point estimates of the coe$cients.17 Our results

re#ect two stylized facts concerning the ability of the Fed to control the
economy. First, there are important lags between changes in interest rates and
their e!ects on aggregate demand. Second, there is persistence in movements in
the unemployment rate, implying that shocks to aggregate demand propagate
into future periods. The coe$cients on the unemployment lags imply some
augmenting propagation, but with relatively speedy reversion to the mean. The
dominant root is about 0.63. In terms of the monetary transmission mechanism,
we have a sum of coe$cients of 0.067, which is consistent with other estimates.18
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19Because the unemployment gap tends to vary less than the output gap over the business cycle, it
is necessary to use a higher coe$cient to give this rule the basic properties of the Taylor rule.
A coe$cient of 1 is consistent with an Okun's law coe$cient of 2. The paper's conclusions are not
sensitive to the precise parameters chosen, as long as the rule does a reasonable job of stabilizing the
business cycle.

20While his original weights were not formally estimated, Taylor (1998) provides weights on
in#ation and output gaps from equations estimated over the period from 1987Q1 to 1997Q3 that are
very similar. Clarida et al. (1997) have estimated more complicated forward-looking reaction
functions and argued that monetary policy has been used to stabilize the business cycle over this
period. In the model considered here, forward-looking rules do an even better job of stabilizing the
business cycle than simple Taylor rules.

4.3. The monetary policy reaction function

To complete the model we specify a monetary policy reaction function that is
a close cousin to the Taylor rule (e.g., Taylor, 1993).
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t
#0.5(n4

t
!nH)#(uH

t
!u

t
). (9)

According to this simple rule, the monetary authority raises rs if in#ation is
above the target level or if the unemployment rate is below the DNAIRU.
Following Taylor (1993), the in#ation measure, n4, is a 4-quarter rate of change
of the CPI. However, while the Taylor rule uses a weight of 0.5 on the output
gap, this rule uses a weight of 1 on the unemployment gap.19 Taylor (1998)
shows that such rules provide a reasonable characterization of how the Federal
Funds rate evolved after the great disin#ation episode in the early 1980s and
argues that following such a rule that responds to both in#ation and the output
gap is responsible for better macroeconomic performance over the last decade
relative to earlier periods where monetary policy &errors' resulted in signi"cant
boom and bust cycles.20 We consider an alternative assumption in Section 5
where monetary policy is responsible for creating boom and bust cycles. This
alternative rule is calibrated to create ongoing boom and bust cycles that have
roughly the same magnitude as observed in the 1970s and early 1980s.

4.4. Expectations: Modeling the Michigan survey data

For the simulations, we need a model of how expectations evolve. An impor-
tant question is the extent to which expectations are forward-looking and
exploit the predictive content of current data. We de"ne an instrument variable,
a predictor of the future in#ation, to use in a model of how expectations, as
captured by the Michigan survey, are determined. Our auxiliary equation
attempts to predict in#ation over the next year using 4 lagged values of: the
quarterly rate of in#ation, the unemployment rate, a long bond rate, and the
Federal Funds rate. The "tted values from this equation then serve as a proxy
for a forward-looking component of expectations in the main regression, which
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21See Laxton et al. (1998) for details on this estimation.

explains the Michigan survey data using an own lag and the proxy variable. The
results are as follows:

n4%
t
"0.267nL

t`4
#0.733n4%

t~1
. (10)

This equation is written with the point estimates, in the form we use for the
simulations.21 We tested whether the instruments used to generate the proxy
were signi"cant in this regression. They were not. We also tested whether lagged
in#ation measures, in particular, have any explanatory power. They did not. The
estimator preferred the lag of the dependent variable, conditional on the for-
ward-looking proxy variable being there. We take this as strongly suggestive
that expectations are not inherently backward-looking. The lags of in#ation are
useful in explaining the expectations data only to the extent that they help
predict the future. A second important implication of these results is that there is
inertia in expectations. There is a relatively high coe$cient on the own lag,
consistent with the view that expectations have important cycle propagation
e!ects.

This estimated model serves to provide in#ation expectations in the Monte
Carlo exercise, where the forward component is solved as a model-consistent
forecast. We assume for this research that the simulated measures are the true
expectations and are observed by the econometrician. We leave for future work
the question of what happens when expectations are observed with error. We do
examine, however, what happens if the researcher ignores the expectations &data'
and uses lags to capture in#ation expectations.

5. The power of econometric tests for convexity

In this section, we present the results of Monte Carlo experiments, where we
ask whether an econometrician would be successful in uncovering the truth }
that the Phillips curve is modestly convex. The data for this analysis are
generated through repeated stochastic simulations of the hypothetical economy
described by our model.

There are 4 shocks, disturbances to: the DNAIRU, unemployment (a demand
shock), in#ation (a &supply' shock that shifts the Phillips curve), and to in#ation
expectations. We assume that these shocks are independent, and take their
base-case standard deviations from the estimation results, with some adjust-
ments. For the u* and u shocks we take the estimation results directly, using
standard deviations of 0.11 and 0.17 percentage points. For the in#ation shock,
we reduce the standard deviation slightly from the 1.47 percentage points
(quarterly, at annual rates) from the estimation, on the grounds that part of our
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22This is roughly the residual standard error reported by Gordon (1997) from his model with
numerous dummy and other variables to capture supply shocks and other special e!ects.

23These simulations were done using the stacked-time algorithm in portable TROLL. See
Armstrong et al. (1998) and Juillard et al. (1998) for details on TROLL's algorithms for solving
forward-looking models. We actually compute more than 100 years of data to provide for a start-up
period and to eliminate any problems with terminal conditions.

24We set the target rate of in#ation at 5% in these simulations. This removes a potential di$culty
in dealing with the Summers e!ect } the zero #oor on nominal interest rates } which is not germane
here. The average in#ation rate ends up being somewhat higher than the target. Some experimenta-
tion with alternative reaction functions that eliminated this slight &in#ation bias' did not reveal any
discernible e!ects on the results.

25The table reports the average values, across the 100 replications, of the statistics computed from
the full 100 yr of data in each replication. Note that a &standard deviation' is the estimated second
moment for the variable, not the standard deviation for the estimated mean.

estimate re#ects omitted in#uences and measurement errors. We assume a value
of 1.29 percentage points.22 For innovations to expectations we use 0.5 percent-
age points, about half the "gure from the estimated model. We vary these
assumptions as part of the sensitivity analysis.

We simulate quarterly data for 100 replications of samples of 100 years.23
Each replication provides hypothetical data for an econometrician, who uses
various methods to estimate the Phillips curve and test for convexity. To
show the sensitivity of the results to sample size, we report statistics for samples
of 100, 200, 300 and 400 quarters. The smallest of these samples, 25 years, is
typical of many real-world empirical exercises; it is rare for empirical work
on the Phillips curve to have the luxury of 50 years of quarterly data, our second
smallest sample size. Many U.S. exercises have samples that fall between
these sizes.

We consider three possible data-generating processes (DGPs). Our base case
uses a policy rule that is relatively successful in stabilizing the business cycle.24
We then make the economy much more convenient for the econometrician by
raising signi"cantly the signal-to-noise ratio in the Phillips curve by reducing
the standard deviation of the in#ation shock and raising the standard deviation
of the demand (unemployment) shock. Finally, we consider the case where the
Fed follows a rule that results in ongoing boom and bust cycles that are of the
same order of magnitude as in the 1970s and early 1980s.

5.1. Base-case DGP: Policymakers care about stabilization objectives

In the base case, the Fed places twice the weight on unemployment gaps as on
in#ation gaps. The "rst and second moments that emerge with this reaction
function are reported in the upper panel of Table 2.25 As the estimated Phillips
curve has modest convexity, this calibration of the Taylor rule is fairly e!ective
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Table 2
Alternative data generating processes

Case 1: Policy rule that stabilizes the business cycle
rs

t
!n4

t
"rreq#0.5[n4

t
!nH

t
]#1.0 ugap

t
¹rue DGP has convex Phillips curve with /

t
"Max(0, uH

t
!4)

u uH n n% rs eu en en%

Mean 5.06 5.02 5.34 5.32 7.96 0.00 0.00 0.00
Standard
deviation

0.82 0.66 2.08 1.63 2.61 0.17 1.29 0.50

Case 2: ¸ower noise ratio

u uH n n% rs eu en en%

Mean 5.08 5.02 5.32 5.23 7.92 0.00 0.00 0.00
Standard
deviation

0.94 0.66 1.83 1.59 2.66 0.34 0.65 0.50

Case 3: Regime switching rule that generates boom-and-bust cycles
In-ation ,ghting regime: rs

t
!n4

t
"rreq

t
#0.5[n4

t
!nH

t
]#1.0ugap#4

High in-ation regime: rs!n4"rreq#ugap!4

u uH n n% rs eu en en%

Mean 5.36 5.02 11.82 11.81 15.59 0.00 0.00 0.00
Standard
deviation

1.56 0.66 3.80 3.30 7.27 0.17 1.29 0.50

at stabilizing the cycle in the simulations, and there is only a small deviation
between the average unemployment rate and the average DNAIRU.

5.2. Alternative DGP: A substantially lower noise ratio

For the "rst alternative DGP, we reduce the standard deviation of the
in#ation shock by half and double the standard deviation of the unemployment
rate shock. The results are reported in middle panel of Table 2. We refer to this
case as &lower noise ratio' because a much larger proportion of the variation in
in#ation is being driven by variation in the rate of unemployment as opposed to
in#ation shocks. Note, however, that while the overall variability in unemploy-
ment is higher, the increase is proportionally much smaller than the change to
the standard deviation of the shock itself. This case highlights how severe the
problems are with traditional methods for detecting evidence of convexity; these
assumptions are unrealistically distorted in favor of increasing the power of the
traditional tests.
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5.3. Alternative DGP: A policy rule that generates boom-and-bust cycles

For the third case, reported in the third panel of Table 2, we use a di!erent
policy reaction function } designed to generate boom-and-bust cycles of approx-
imately the same order of magnitude as was observed during the 1970s and early
1980s. The basic motivation is based on recent interpretation of historical
monetary policy errors in the United States. The argument is that policymakers
took risks with allowing the in#ation rate to rise because they believed that there
were small consequences associated with overheating. Indeed, there is some
evidence that policy during the excessive monetary expansion and accommoda-
tion in the 1970s may have been based on a view that there was a long-run
trade-o! between in#ation and unemployment } see De Long (1997), Romer and
Romer (1997) and Taylor (1998). Looking back with the bene"t of hindsight,
Taylor (1998) and others have described the 1970s as a period where real interest
rates were adjusted slowly in response to the buildup of in#ationary pressures.
Taylor (1998) also argues that the great disin#ation in the early 1980s was
a period where monetary policy was systematically too tight and that this was
the main factor that led to the largest recession in post-war history, where
unemployment increased a full 3 percentage points from 7.4% in 1980q4 to
10.4% in 1982q4.

In order to replicate boom and bust cycles of this order of magnitude, we use
a simple regime-switching rule, where monetary policy is systematically too
loose for 12 quarters and then becomes systematically too tight for 12 quarters.
The "rst regime we describe as a high in-ation regime because policymakers
attempt to reduce unemployment by keeping the real interest rate systematically
below the equilibrium real interest rate, which results in higher in#ation. This is
implemented by setting the parameter on the excess in#ation term in the Taylor
rule, to zero and subtracting a constant, k, to induce systematic negative bias on
interest rate settings.

High In-ation Regime: rs
t
!n4

t
"rreq

t
#ugap!k.

The second regime is an in-ation ,ghting regime implemented by adding a con-
stant k to the stabilization rule to induce systematic positive bias to real interest
rates so that monetary policy has a tendency to be too tight.

In-ation Fighting Regime: rs
t
!n4

t

"rreq
t
#0.5[n4

t
!nH

t
]#1.0ugap#k. (12)

The value of 4 was chosen for k because this generates an average boom-and-
bust cycle with a swing in the unemployment rate of about 3.4 percentage points
from trough to peak } just a bit larger than the rise in unemployment during the
1980}1982 episode. It is in this sense that our monetary policy rule generates
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26 It is interesting to note that our historical estimates imply an a shift of the same 0.3 percentage
points.

27We are using Gordon's methodology only with respect to measuring the unemployment gap,
not his 24 quarters of lags. Here, we assume that the econometrician knows the true expectations
from the DGP. We consider the expectations issue later in the paper.

boom-and-bust cycles that are representative of the large historical episodes
that have been attributed to monetary policy errors.

The average level of in#ation rises from 5.34% in the baseline to 11.81%
under this policy rule and the switching back and forth between the high and
low in#ation regimes results in an increase in the standard deviation on in#ation
from 2.08 to 3.80. This policy rule increases the standard deviation of u to 1.56
from 0.82 in the base case, and this has the e!ect of raising the average u to
5.36% from 5.06 in the base case. Thus, even modest convexity in the Phillips
curve can imply signi"cant "rst-order welfare e!ects as the average unemploy-
ment rate rises almost 0.3 percentage points relative to the world where
policymakers attempt to stabilize the business cycle.26

5.4. Traditional tests for asymmetry

Some recent tests for asymmetry in the Phillips curve (Gordon, 1997; Eisner,
1997) are a special case of the simple estimation and testing procedure described
in Clark et al. (1996), henceforth CLR. The strategy suggested by CLR, is to
estimate a piecewise linear approximation of a general convex function, which
involves adding a separate term for the measure of excess demand when the
latter is positive:

n
t
"jn%

t
#(1!j)n

t~1
#b ugapH#c posugapH#en

t
, (13)

where ugapH"uH!u, uH"uN !a, where uN is the average value of u, and where
posugap* contains the positive values of ugap*.

In the CLR methodology, a is treated as a parameter to be estimated. We
require a'0 for consistency with a convex form. An advantage of this approach
is that it is easy to test the restriction to linearity, which requires that a and
c both be zero. It is also an advantage that this approach enables us to look
directly at the results of the Gordon}Eisner methodology for testing for non-
linearity, which is the same as CLR with a constrained to zero.

Consider, "rst, the results in Table 3, where we report results with Gordon's
(1997) methodology, whereby the NAIRU is estimated simultaneously with the
Phillips curve, under the presumption of linearity.27 ¹hen, a test is conducted,
under the assumption that a is zero, as to whether the positive gaps enter the
Phillips curve signi"cantly, holding the gaps at the values inferred from the
estimation of the linear model. The "rst row shows the percentage of replica-
tions in which the coe$cient on the positive gaps, c, is signi"cant, based on
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Table 3
Properties of traditional tests for asymmetry

Gordon's time-varying NAIRU method creates estimates for a linear Phillips curve

Estimated equation

n
t
"jnN %

t
#(1!j)n

t~1
#b ugapH#c posugapH#en

t
,

ugapH"NAIR;!a!u

Percentage of draws where restriction is rejected

25 yr 50 yr 75 yr 100 yr

Case 1: Policy rule that stabilizes the business cycle
t-Test c"0 D a"0 14 16 16 24
t-Test c"0 D a"aL 9 13 19 28
F-test c"a"0 18 14 24 26

Case 2: lower noise ratio
t-Test c"0 D a"0 43 61 74 84
t-Test c"0 D a"aL 30 64 78 89
F-test c"a"0 44 69 87 92

Case 3: Policy rule that generates boom-and-bust cycles
t-Test c"0 D a"0 13 31 35 49
t-Test c"0 D a"aL 40 71 90 97
F-test c"a"0 36 70 86 92

a simple t-test, at the 5% signi"cance level. The second row has the same
statistics for the case where the CLR method is used and a is estimated along
with the other parameters. The third row shows the percentage of replications
where the restriction that both a and c are zero, which is the linear model, is
rejected at the 5% signi"cance level using an F-test.

In our base case, when linearity is presumed in estimating the NAIRU,
subsequent tests for convexity have very low power, even in samples as large as
100 yr. The results are much worse than using a coin toss to decide, even in very
large samples. The CLR a correction does not help much, in this case, even in
large samples.

As shown in the middle panel, when we lower the noise ratio, the presumption
of linearity still resolutely confounds inference in typical samples. With 25-year
samples, the test is still less powerful than a coin toss. However, the econometric
test does beat the coin toss, on average, when 50 yr of data have accumulated,
and the power of the test rises signi"cantly with larger samples, especially if the
a correction is made.
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28For these results we use the standard smoothing parameter of 1600. The more complete
discussion in Laxton et al. (1998) also reports results with a higher smoothing value, as well as results
for the case where NAIRU is determined by a quadratic trend. The results for these alternatives are
essentially the same as those reported here.

29We continue to assume that expectations are known. This is an extreme assumption, but it
permits us to focus on the importance of uncertainty about the measure of excess demand and the
importance of the assumptions maintained in providing estimates of its magnitude.

The third panel shows that Gordon's test still does worse than a coin toss in
samples as large as 100 yr, even if the Fed allows boom-and-bust cycles to
develop. Here, however, the CLR a correction does appear to systematically
improve the power of the tests (although not enough to beat a coin toss in small
samples).

Table 3 features time-varying estimates of the NAIRU, determined simulta-
neously with the Phillips curve parameters. This is a recent innovation. The
traditional approach is to pre"lter unemployment to obtain estimates of the
NAIRU and the unemployment gaps. In Table 4, we report the results obtained
when the Hodrick}Prescott "lter is used in this way.28 Again, traditional tests
have low power to uncover the convexity in typical samples. Using CLR's
a correction does not improve the power of the tests much when policy is
successful in stabilizing the cycle, but it does when there are boom-and-bust
cycles in the data.

5.5. Better tests for asymmetry

While the results in Table 3 have model-consistent estimates of the NAIRU,
they are estimates based on the presumption of linearity, and the results are then
used in subsequent tests for omitted asymmetry e!ects. This is problematic,
because it ignores an important implication of the convex model in a test against
the linear alternative (that the NAIRU must lie above the DNAIRU). We now
apply the methodology we used for the historical estimation reported in Sec-
tion 4, which allows for the possibility of convexity and derives time-varying
estimates of the DNAIRU consistent with this possibility. For these experi-
ments, we give the econometrician the correct functional form for the Phillips
curve, i.e., the one actually used in the DGP, but with varying degrees of
information on / (the minimum unemployment rate).29

The "rst entry in Table 5 provides a benchmark. Here, the econometrician is
assumed to know the DNAIRU, the true value of /, and expectations. Even in
this unrealistic case, it is not certain that the econometrician will identify the
convex truth with 25 yr of data. The &true' model "ts better in 91% of the
replications, but the restrictions to linearity (likelihood ratio test, 5% signi"-
cance level) are rejected in just 83% of the trials. However, when the sample size
is increased to 50 yr, the truth is consistently recovered.
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Table 4
Properties of traditional tests for asymmetry

HP "lter (j"1600) method for creating NAIRU

Estimated equation

n
t
"jnN %

t
#(1!j)n

t~1
#b ugapH#c posugapH#en

t
,

ugapH"NAIR;!a!u

Percentage of draws where restriction is rejected

25 yr 50 yr 75 yr 100 yr

Case 1: Policy rule that stabilizes the business cycle
t-Test c"0 D a"0 12 15 17 23
t-Test c"0 D a"aL 11 23 31 37
F-test c"a"0 10 20 25 32

Case 2: lower noise ratio
t-Test c"0 D a"0 39 63 77 80
t-Test c"0 D a"aL 40 68 76 91
F-test c"a"0 48 72 81 93

Case 3: Policy rule that generates boom-and-bust cycles
t-Test c"0 D a"0 33 64 78 85
t-Test c"0 D a"aL 45 81 95 98
F-test c"a"0 46 82 93 97

We now consider what happens when we remove the knowledge of the
true value of /. In the next block, the econometrician simply assumes /"0.
While the true convex function still generally "ts the data better, there is
a dramatic decline in the success of a classical test to discover the truth from
25 yr of data. In only 43% of the replications does the test reject the false linear
alternative at the 5% signi"cance level. While using model-consistent estimates
of the DNAIRU raises the power of the test in small samples, relative to the
results in Tables 3 and 4, that power remains low. Even with 50 yr of data,
the test fails to "nd the truth in 8% of the replications. In the "nal block,
the econometrician uses the same / rule that we use in the DGP. The results are
essentially the same.

In Table 6, we study what happens when the econometrician estimates
a version of Gordon's (1997) linear model, where lags of in#ation are used to
capture expectations. Here, we meld the expectations and intrinsic dynamics of
Eq. (1), as is necessary with this approach; the separate e!ects of expectations
and intrinsic dynamics cannot be identi"ed. As in the historical estimation, we
use lags of up to 6 yr (24 quarters), imposing the restriction that the sum of the
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Table 5
Inference with model-consistent NAIRU Estimates

Base case: The econometrician knows and uses the true in#ation expectations
Methodology: The econometrician generates model-consistent estimates of the DNAIRU
The econometrician is assumed to know the second moment of the DNAIRU distribution (i.e., the
variance of the uH shocks)

Estimated equations

Convex (C) model: n
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Linear (L) model: n
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DNAIRU process: uH
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25 yr 50 yr 75 yr 100 yr

¹rue DNAIR; and PHI
% of draws C model "ts better 91 100 100 100
% of draws where L model is rejected 83 100 100 100

Model consistent (/"0)
% of draws C model "ts better 89 100 100 100
% of draws where L model is rejected 43 92 98 100

Model consistent (/ rule)
% of draws C model "ts better 89 100 100 100
% of draws where L model is rejected 40 91 98 100

30We continue to impose Gordon's identifying restriction to limit the number of free coe$cients
on the lags. There are 6 free parameters, one for each year in the lag distribution.

coe$cients on these lags is 1.30 Aside from the modeling of expectations, the
experiments in Table 6 mirror those in Table 5.

If the econometrician knows the DNAIRU and /, the test is relatively
powerful, despite the imprecision on expectations, even with the smallest sample
size considered. Literal knowledge of the DNAIRU is critical in this case,
however. In the realistic case, where the econometrician must estimate the
DNAIRU, the restriction to linearity is rejected in just 7% of the replications
with a 25-year sample, regardless of which approach is taken to determining /,
and the rejection rate rises only modestly as the sample size is increased to
100 yr. Even with 100 yr of data, the test result is notably worse than deciding by
a coin toss. Note, also, that the "t of the true model is not systematically better
than that of the false linear model, and not just in small samples. Indeed, the
false model "ts better than the true model in close to half of replications with
100-year samples, when the econometrician simply assumes that /"0. The
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Table 6
Inference with model-consistent NAIRUS

Base case: The econometrician estimates Gordon's 24-quarter distributed lag model
Methodology: The econometrician generates model-consistent estimates of the DNAIRUs
The econometrician is assumed to know the second moment of the DNAIRU distribution (i.e., the
variance of the uH shocks)

Estimated equation

Convex (C) model: n
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DNAIRU process: uH
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25 yr 50 yr 75 yr 100 yr

¹rue DNAIR; and PHI
% of draws C model "ts better 98 100 100 100
% of draws where L model is rejected 98 100 100 100

Model consistent (/"0)
% of draws C model "ts better 61 59 57 53
% of draws where L model is rejected 7 22 28 33

Model consistent (/ rule)
% of draws C model "ts better 59 62 64 62
% of draws where L model is rejected 7 22 25 37

extra #exibility of the estimated lag parameters to adapt to the idiosyncracies of
particular samples masks the truth to a substantial degree.

The results in Tables 5 and 6 are generated using the base-case calibration of
the Taylor rule. If the data contained boom-and-bust cycles of the sort produced
by our regime-switching formulation, one would expect the tests to be more
powerful. This is indeed the case. For example, with the / rule, the linear model
is rejected in 66% of the replications with the short sample, compared with the
40% shown in Table 5. With the boom-and-bust formulation, the lags approach
of Table 6 also does better, but remains systematically less powerful. It is
striking that even with these extreme policy assumptions and the consequently
much more volatile data, it is not at all certain that the convex truth will be
recovered from typical samples, regardless of what methodology is used.

6. The implications of aggressive &probing:

The NAIRU cannot be determined precisely. It was not long ago that 6%
was seen as a reasonable assumption for the United States, but estimates have
been falling as in#ation has remained basically stable while the actual rate of
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31The rationale is to improve information and the speed of learning. If good outcomes from
subsequently better models outweigh the transitory costs, it may be optimal for a monetary
authority to destabilize the economy, for a time, to speed learning.

unemployment has declined. Uncertainty about the NAIRU has important
implications for the design of monetary policy; policymakers who care
about unemployment may want to probe the economy's short-term capacity
limits to minimize the deadweight losses incurred by operating with excess
supply. However, the extent of such experimentation that is prudent will depend
on the functional form of the Phillips curve as well as the preferences of
policymakers.

Experimentation has been studied in the context of the linear model by
Wieland (1998), who argues that uncertainty about the NAIRU creates a logic
for modest experimentation.31 Wieland assumes quadratic preferences, where
policymakers dislike reductions in the unemployment below the NAIRU as
much as they dislike increases in unemployment above the NAIRU. If the
political process imposed high discounting of the future or policymakers had
asymmetric loss functions, the extent and type of &optimal' experimentation
could change dramatically. For example, if policymakers attached bene,ts to
unemployment below the NAIRU, instead of Wieland's costs, there may be an
incentive for policymakers to attempt to push unemployment down aggressive-
ly, even if they were convinced that it was already below the NAIRU. The
resulting variation in the cycle would help improve econometric estimates,
which would provide longer-term gains at little cost, since, at least in the
popular &integral gap' (IGAP) linear model (Summers, 1988), the integral of the
excess demand gap is always the same.

In this section, we &probe' the policy implications of the alternative views
about the Phillips curve based on the estimated equations presented in Sec-
tion 4. Fig. 2 provides some illustrative simulations of the IGAP model and the
model based on the convex Phillips curve. The experiment in both cases consists
of an aggressive probe where the Federal Funds rate is cut by 300 basis points
for 8 quarters, after which the base-case policy rule operates. This is a determin-
istic analysis, so the NAIRU is equal to the DNAIRU, which is set at 5%. For
the IGAP model, the unemployment rate declines by more than one percentage
point at the peak of the boom and 4-quarter in#ation peaks at about 2.2
percentage points above control. However, the secondary contraction that is
necessary to eventually bring in#ation back to the target level is quite modest
and it would be di$cult to argue that there are serious real costs to aggressive
probing in this case, especially if policymakers prefer unemployment to be below
the NAIRU and place a small weight on in#ation rising persistently above the
target. Indeed, while the IGAP model imposes a restriction that the cumulative
e!ect on unemployment must be zero in the long run } as long as monetary
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Fig. 2. Model responses to aggressive probing (300 basis points, 8 quarters): (*) integral gap model;
(2) convex Phillips curve model.

32The cumulative e!ect is a simple sum of the shock-control values of the unemployment gap. If
we extend the horizon, the cumulative e!ect approaches zero.

33Recall that this is a deterministic analysis, where the NAIRU is una!ected by the experiment. In
a stochastic setting, the extra volatility would also act to raise the NAIRU.

34The results of simulations with modest probing are not reported here but are available in the
working paper from which this article is drawn (Laxton et al., 1998), which also discusses the
implications of the &concave' Phillips curve model with respect to probing.

policy ensures in#ation returns to its target level } Fig. 2 shows that it remains
negative for over 100 periods.32

The same cannot be said for the simulations where we use our estimated
convex form. In#ation peaks at almost 4 percentage points above control, and
the subsequent monetary action necessary to bring it back to the target rate is
severe; the Federal Funds rate surpasses 12% at its peak, over 650 basis points
above the control level. Moreover, unemployment rises sharply in the secondary
cycle, and there is a long period of excess supply } the cumulative e!ect on
unemployment approaches #2 percentage points. In other words, the short-
term gains from lower unemployment are substantially more than o!set over the
longer term.33

Because the estimated nonlinear model is approximately linear in the region
of equilibrium, the predictions of the two models are very similar for experi-
ments that consider modest probing.34 The lesson from these experiments is
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35 It is important to note that this analysis embodies very strong assumptions about monetary
policy credibility and this tends to bias the results in favor of experimentation. Using an open-
economy model with a convex Phillips curve and endogenous policy credibility, Isard and Laxton
(1998) show that there can be signi"cantly larger in#ation costs from aggressive experimentation
that attempts to minimize the average level of unemployment. For a discussion of alternative linear
and nonlinear models of the in#ation process with NAIRU uncertainty and endogenous policy
credibility, see Isard et al. (1998).

clear. Modest convexity means little if policy acts to keep the economy in the
region of equilibrium, and this conclusion extends to experiments with modest
probing to test the short-term capacity limits of the economy.35 However, any
attempt to go beyond gentle probing to encompass long and protracted at-
tempts to hold unemployment well below the NAIRU are another matter.
Modest convexity bounds the limits of probing below the NAIRU, before the
costs of error become large.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we ask what form the Fed should presume for the U.S. Phillips
curve, given con#icting empirical claims that it is &resolutely linear' (Gordon,
1997), perhaps concave (Eisner, 1997; Stiglitz, 1997), and convex (Turner, 1995;
Clark et al., 1996; Akerlof et al., 1996). Our answer is that the Fed should assume
the traditional convex form. Our case has several parts.

The form of the Phillips curve has important implications for the conduct of
monetary policy. If the Phillips curve is linear, positive and negative shocks
to demand will have equal e!ects on in#ation and the overall e!ect will
average to zero, regardless of the response of monetary policy. Moreover,
the timing of any monetary response will be of little consequence to the
"nal outcome. Thus, in the linear world there is little incentive to move early
to combat in#ationary pressures, and every incentive to temporize with in#a-
tion by aggressively probing to ensure that the NAIRU has not been
overestimated.

By contrast, in the case of an asymmetric (convex) Phillips curve, positive
shocks to demand raise in#ation to a greater extent than negative shocks of
the same magnitude lower it. This property implies that early action to counter-
act emerging in#ation pressures can reduce the need to take stronger disin-
#ationary action later. Moreover, to the extent that a prompt monetary policy
response can succeed in stabilizing employment, it will also lower the average
rate of unemployment. Thus, in the convex world, success at stabilizing the
cycle will generate "rst-order welfare gains } the NAIRU will be lower.
Thus, the goal of a prudent monetary authority in a convex world will be to
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avoid large cyclical excesses. Modest probing for the limits of productive
capacity will have minor costs, but errors that lead to serious overheating will
have major costs.

The concave world is quite di!erent. The incentives become slanted strongly
towards strong action } rapid disin#ation, aggressive probing for the limits of
capacity, and so on, because the consequences of overshooting decline on the
margin. Moreover, in this case, higher cyclical volatility has the e!ect of lowering
the NAIRU.

These diametrically di!erent visions of the role of the prudent central
banker make the tasks of assessing the empirical evidence and of establishing
an appropriate research methodology especially important. Unfortunately, the
task is not straightforward. The data cannot discriminate clearly among the
competing forms. We show that a Phillips curve with traditional modest
convexity "ts the U.S. data as well or better than the linear alternative, but that
no conclusive statistical case can be made that convexity is necessary to explain
the data. However, the results are entirely consistent with the presence of
modest convexity. The test results depend entirely on which hypothesis is
treated as the null.

We also assess the power of econometric tests that seek to identify the
presence of asymmetry in the Phillips curve. The identi"cation problem is
particularly severe for work on the Phillips curve because two key variables,
in#ation expectations and the degree of excess demand, are not directly observ-
able. We show through Monte Carlo experiments that the data have little power
to discriminate between alternate forms in typical samples, the more so if policy
is successful in stabilizing the economy and avoiding observations of extreme
outcomes. The root cause of this low power is that measures of the degree of
excess demand are quite imprecise. Even when we assume precise knowledge of
in#ation expectations, the uncertainty surrounding the degree of excess demand
confounds the econometrician and limits the power of tests for convexity in the
Phillips curve.

Our conclusion is that standard empirical techniques are not likely to
be capable of providing a reliable answer on functional form. Since the issue is
of great importance for monetary policy, research leading to policy advice
and policy action must be based on broader criteria. The "nal piece in our
case for presuming convexity is that the costs of errors of incorrect presumption
are far from symmetric. If there is convexity in the Phillips curve, but
policy is based on the presumption of linearity, or worse, concavity, the
consequences can be severe. Policy errors that lead to relatively severe overheat-
ing will be costly to correct, and the data will be characterized by boom-
and-bust cycles with deep and protracted recessions. If the other error is
made, that is, policy is based on the presumption of convexity when the truth
is less challenging, there will be deadweight losses, but these will be
relatively minor.
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We conclude, therefore, that there is a clear and compelling case that the
Fed should operate on the presumption that the Phillips curve has modest
convexity.

8. For further reading

The following references are also of interest to the reader: Laxton et al. (1994)
and Wieland (1996).
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